A distinguished observer of Mormonism anclyzes the
causes of the current tension between the Church
and its intellectuals and offers constructive remediesfor
individuaZs and the institution.

THE ELUSIVE BOUNDARIES OF REQUIRED
OBEDIENCE TO PRIESTHOOD LEADERS
By Armand L. Mauss

A

NEW "FEEL" HAS SETTLED OVER LDS CHURCH
life in recent years, an atmosphere in which some
members, even active members, have gained unwanted public notoriety as "apostates" and have been disciplined for certain public expressions, while some leaders (including, but not limited to, General Authorities) have come to
be regarded, in the press and elsewhere, as heavy-handed and
lacking in compassion or understanding. Neither of these images is truly justified; this article offers an alternative understanding of recent developments. 1 shall propose, in short, that
what we have been seeing is attributable far more to large-scale
cultural and organizational developments within the Church
generally than either to wholesale apostasy by members or to
an outbreak of unrighteous dominion among Church leaders.'
During the past decade or so, we have seen a number of instances in which apparently faithful LDS members have received various forms of church discipline from priesthood
leaders, sometimes on the initiative of General Authorities.
The first large-scale example, in my personal experience, occurred in 1983, when a number of bishops and stake presidents were asked by Apostle Mark E. Petersen to call in a
dozen or so authors of articles in Dialogre: AJournal of Mormon
Thought and SUNSTONE,
and counsel them about their associations with "apostate" publications.2 A year or so later, an edict
from the Twelve temporarily precluded the Emma Smith biographers from speaking in official Church meetings.3 During
the past two years or so, eight authors who had published on
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doctrinal and historical issues, most of whom had been active
Church members, were excommunicated or otherwise disci~ l i n e dEmployees
.~
of the Church Education System have long
been quietly enjoined from participating in Sunstone symposiums and from publishing their work in Dialogue or
SLJNSTONE;
and many BYU faculty, who had long felt free to
take part in such scholarly activities, now feel'constrained to
avoid them.5
There is nothing new about efforts by ecclesiastical authorities (LDSor otherwise) to restrain or punish the public expression of ideas they regard as potentially subversive to faith;
every organized religion has trouble with its intellectuals. Yet it
is not only scholars and intellectuals in the Church who have
felt thus constrained by the exercise of priesthood authority To
my certain knowledge, Church members in some stakes have
been forbidden by ward or stake authorities to participate in
local study groups on pain of revoked temple recommends or
other kinds of discipline. Other members claim to have been
denied temple recommends for questioning literal interpretations of Genesis, or for using some other basis than full gross
income in calculating "an honest tithing." Still others have
been officially criticized, if not disciplined, for taking libertarian public policy positions, in contrast to presumptive LDS
Church standards (as, for example, in the cases of abortion,
drug and alcohol use, and homosexual behavior), despite their
own personal conipliance with the Church standards in quest i ~ nOn
. ~ a second-hand or hearsay basis; I gather that many
others have perceived similar extensions of priesthood authority into issues generally regarded, until recent years, as
more private than ecclesiastical in nature.
It is not my purpose here simply to compile such accounts.
What I propose to do instead, is first, to offer my perspective
on the present situation. While this perspective will generally
reflect an analytical posture, the reader will detect some autobiographical elements. too, for which I apologize in advance.
Next, I will endeavor to explain certain social and organizaMARCH 1996

who understandably think of themselves as victims of injustice and interF SOME O F THE
pret their experiences in ways that are
i s e x c u l p a t o ~as possible.7
These accounts should not, howBRETHREN SEEM TO ACT
ever, be dismissed as the poutings of
malcontents, for they obviously have as
I N THE SPIRIT O F
much substance as eye-witness accounts that are routinely accepted as
A PERSPECTIVE ON THE
testimony in courts of law (though in
SITUATION
NINETEENTH-CENTURY
court, of course, they would be subject
There seems to have been in the 1850s
to cross-examination). Additional inand '60s, as now, a sense of crisis among
THEOCRACY, PERHAPS
formation about a case might come
general authorities-afelt need to "up the
from the letters issued to disciplined
ante" for continued Church membership,
members by priesthood leaders, which
I T I S BECAUSE THE TWENTIETH
sometimes provide useful (if brief) exURING most of my adult life I
planations of verdicts from the "priesthave carefully observed the
hood side" of the controversy; these letgrowth and development of
CENTURY CHURCH HAS N O T
ters are often made public by the
the Church, both as a loyal insider and
members to whom they are addressed.
from the more detached perspective of
YET DEFINED THE
Otherwise, the public remains depena professional social scientist. Like
dent on interviews with knowledgeable
many other Church members, I have
third parties, on inadvertent or "off-thealso been an avid reader of LDS history
BOUND A R ~ E SBEYOND WHICH
record public comments of leaders, on
On the basis of all such observations, I
the mass media, or on sheer gossip.
find the current environment in the
PRIESTHOOD
LEADERS
MAY
Even after all such considerations,
Church to be unprecedented in my lifehowever, I cannot avoid the distinct imtime. I cannot imagine that the repression that many of my scholarly
straints and disciplinary initiatives we
N O T GO I N STRIVING T O
friends in recent years have been subhave recently seen, particularly from
jected to disciplinary councils that
Church headquarters, would have ocCONTROL THE PRIVATE
would normally be considered, at least
curred during the administrations of
Presidents Heber J. Grant, George
in Christendom more generally, as
heresy trials; and I suggest that these
Albert Smith, or David 0. McKay, at
DECISIONS A N D
have heretofore been very rare in the
least while they were in good health.
(See, for example, endnote 9 on
LDS experience, especially in the prePresident McKay's stance toward
BEHAVIOR O F
sent centurys
To be sure, there was the Fawn
Sterling McMurrin). Those administraBrodie case in the mid-1940s, but that
tions represent the years of my upTHE SAINTS.
case was not a simple heresy trial; it was
bringing in the Church and of my
complicated by the special (and unformal education. I recall, now with
characteristic) animus and outrage of
some embarrassment, the smug satisthe McKay family, and by suspicions (largely unfounded) that
faction I took as a younger man in the assurance that at least
Brodie had taken advantage of her family connections to obMormons did not have "heresy trials" as the Catholic Church
tain sensitive historical material^.^ I regard that case as a rare
had. That assurance now seems somewhat less justified; for it
exception to the absence of twentieth-century Mormon heresy
is difficult to see, at leastfrom the public record, how else recent
trials. Even the more recent case of Sonja Johnson does not
cases might realistically be characterized.
qualify as a heresy trial, for (as I personally heard her concede
The above qualification about the public record is, of
in public), it was her joining in legal action against the Church
course, a caveat that must be kept in mind whenever we atthat precipitated her trial, not simply her outspoken and pubtempt to assess the significance of a priesthood leader's belished feminist views. We have to turn to nineteenth-century
havior or the outcome of a disciplinary council. It is usually
Utah to find historical periods during which Church leaders
very difficult for the public to obtain all the facts necessary to
disciplined members for their public doctrinal speculations or
make informed judgments in these matters, if only because
essays, for resisting priesthood control over political andlor
Church leaders are constrained for good reasons to maintain
economic preferences, or for disobeying priesthood instrucconfidentiality about their investigations and deliberations
tions relating to other private acri~ities.We have to go back, in
over the conduct of members. Most often what we hear or read
other words, to the days of theocracy, and particularly to times
are only the accounts of offended or disciplined members,

tional factors which have contributed
to this situation. Finally, on the basis of
my own personal experience as a
Church member and local leader, I will
suggest some constructive things we
might do to cope with the situation,
and perhaps even to help ameliorate it.
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of crisis like the Reformation of the 1850s or the Godbeite defections of the 1860s. I cl, ,lot mean to exaggerate the parallels
between then and now, but there seems to have been then, as
now, a sense of crisis among General Authorities-a felt need
to "up the ante" for continued Church membership.
All of that somehow might have been more understandable
when the nineteenth-century Church was struggling for its
very existence against a hostile outside world. With the
coming of the twentieth century, however, the Church increasingly sought and obtained acceptance and assimilation with
that outside world. This process seems to have included a sincere abandonment of earlier theocratic policies and a fuller
embrace of secular American tolerance and civil liberties, even
within the Church; libertarian ideas, after all, fit well with traditional Mormon teachings about "free agency." Worldly scholarship was encouraged earlier in the century in the expectation
that it would eventually vindicate LDS truth claims, and homegrown Mormon intellectuals who personified that posture
were called to the Quorum of the Twelve-like John A.
Widtsoe, James E. Talmage, David 0.McKay, and Joseph E
Merrill-or recruited to the Church Education System, like
Lowell Bennion. Prophetic authority was honored and taken
seriously, but there was no claim, even implicitly, of "infallibility" (again, that was only for Catholics!). In the mid-1940s,
when an overzealous Church spokesman prepared a "ward
teaching" lesson declaring that "when our leaders speak, the
thinking has been done," that idea was personally repudiated
by the president of the Church. In those days, the Church
seemed more hospitable than it does now to intellectual inquiry and diversity
During the past three or four decades, however, we have
been living through a period of increasing retrenchment, for
which "correlation" is both a vehicle and a metaphor.'' This
retrenchment seems to have been partially motivated by a
growing perception of Church leaders, general and local,
that the Church and its members are in grave spiritual and
moral danger. Clearly our leaders are not without grounds
for that perception. Yet their efforts to contain the perceived
threats have somehow produced a "leaner and meaner"
feeling in the Church, especially, I think, for scholars of my
generation.12 It seems almost as though some of our leaders,
in their efforts to protect the Saints from worldly subversion, have fallen back on organizational controls more familiar in an earlier theocratic era than in an age of
Americanization.

''

THE PROBLEM OF AMBIGUITY
It is not that most ofour lenders are mean-spirited, or that many
of our scholars arefaithless apostates. It is that the boundaries
themselves are ambiguous, and will continue to be contested, partly
in an efort tofind tken~.

Y

ET if we can understand a fuller context for all of this,
we will, I believe, see the problem neither as an outpouring of "unrighteous dominion" by Church leaders
nor as rampant "apostasy and defiance" by the SaintsPAGE 22
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whether scholars or not, and whether excommunicated or not;
we will view those involved-both "discipliners" and "disciplineesn-as parties who simply do not share the same understanding of what is required of a loyal Latter-day Saint. How
could this divergence occur in such a seemingly homogeneous
church? It has occurred because the Church today is no longer
so homogeneous and no longer has clear boundaries defining
the limits of legitimate priesthood authority, on the one hand,
or the requisite types and degrees of member obedience, on
the other hand.
Some priesthood leaders, in trylng conscientiously to guard
the flock against the wolves of sin and apostasy, apparently do
not see clear limits, other than the external legal ones, to their
prerogatives as guardians. To be sure, few specific guidelines
are found in any Church leadership manuals or directives. If
some of the brethren seem to act in the spirit of nineteenthcentury theocracy, perhaps it is because the twentieth-century
Church has not yet defined, for this generation, the boundaries
beyond which priesthood leaders may not go in striving for intellectual conformity or in attempting to control the private
decisions and behavior of the saints.13 During the early twentieth century, Church leaders gradually relinquished the kinds
of surveillance and control over the lives of the Saints that
seem to have been available, or even acceptable, for, say,
Jedediah Grant's stringent Reformation of 1856-58. By now, at
least three generations of Saints have grown up in this century
without the presumption that Church leaders are entitled to
control our public lectures and writings, theological or political, as long as we don't claim to speak for the Church; or our
private associations and assemblages; or our personal fashion
and lifestyle choices that do not violate clearly established
moral standards.
It may well be that we have become too "Americanized" in
our understandings and expectations of the limits on priesthood authority; but clearly many of us have been taken by surprise as we have watched, for more than a decade now, efforts
by Church leaders, general and local, to suppress the public
expression of unconventional theological opinions, to interfere
with participation in Sunstone symposiums and various other
activities of the "unsponsored sector," and to impose rules, or
at least explicit guidelines, upon other activities generally understood as private in an earlier time. Please note that I am not
talking merely about moral suasion or remonstrances from our
Church leaders, no matter how stringent; for we expect strong
moral guidance from our prophets and leaders. I am talking
only about the imposition of disciplinary sanctions in those areas
where we have not been accustomed to receiving them heretofore.
AREAS OF AMBIGUITY
Are there certain topics we must avoid in our public discussions? Is
an author's rhetoric itself eno~ighto prompt discipline?

T

HE highly publicized instances of Church discipline in
recent years have raised questions with few authoritative answers. We cannot, of course, expect public
MARCH 1996

or SUNSTONE
(or at Sunstone sympoairing of these cases, and the official
siums) likely to get into trouble just for
commentary following in the wake of
S L O N G AS T H E
using those outlets? On the one hand,
the first six cases in 1993 has not gone
we are sometimes assured that the issue
very far beyond quoting the General
is what we write, not where we write or
Handbook of lnstructions on the definiB O U N D A R I E S A R E AMBIGUOUS,
speak. On the other hand, many memtion of "apostasy"14 Certainly nothing
bers of the BYU and CES faculties have
in that official commentary has clarified
T H E Y W I L L C O N T I N U E T O BE
told me that their superiors have inforthe implications of these disciplinary
mally but explicitly warned them away
cases for other members' future particifrom Sunstone symposiums and related
pation in private and unsponsored
CONTESTED, PARTLY I N
journals (see note 5); and I have heard
public lectures, writings, symposiums,
similar warnings from the pulpit to oror study groups. Nor was it clear which
A N EFFORT T O F l N D
dinary Church members. Such jourof the disciplined members' acts or
nals, furthermore, were characterized
comments constituted "public opposias "apostate publications" by Elder
tion to the Churchn under the definiTHEM. HOWEVER, T O
Mark E. Petersen back in 1983 when he
tion of "apostasy" We are thus left to
contacted stake presidents about some
infer whatever we can from from mass
authors (see above and note 2). Yet, on
media coverage of the cases or from
FlND THEM ONLY I N
the other hand, these same journals
those who are knowledgeable and
and symposiums are given quite favorwilling to talk about them. Clear inferT H E BREACH, A N D
able treatment in the new Encyclopedia
ences have been hard to come by There
of Mormonism, which seems to be a
seem to be more questions than guidequasi-official public endorsement of
lines, especially about the following
THUS T O SUFFER
them. Authors and editors for such ormatters:
gans
are understandably confused
Sensitive doctrinal topics. Are
T
H
E
SANCTIONS
F
O
R
when
their
work is then held against
there certain topics we must avoid in
them
by
Church
leaders, officially or
our public discussions, even when it is
otherwise.l6
obvious we are not attempting to speak
UNINTENDED VIOLATIONS,
Add to this seeming contradiction
for the Church? As long as we avoid,
the dubious doctrinal works that have
say, the topics of post-manifesto
IS D E M O R A L I Z I N G
appeared, with apparent impunity, in
polygamy, Mother in Heaven, priestother outlets, and it is hard to avoid the
hood for women (either historic or consuspicion that a special stigma is attemporary), the temple, or the hisA N D SPIRITUALLY
tached to Dialogue and SUNSTONE in
toricity of the Book of Mormon, are
the
minds of many Church leaders,
other topics all right? Or might we write
even
if such is never made officially exeven on those topics, as long as we do
CORROSIVE.
plicit.
With the help of Deseret Book,
so in a way that does not raise quesBookcraft,
and other more "acceptable"
tions about conventional historical unoutlets,
many
authors
including
Cleon Skousen and Duane
derstandings? Here's one example of this ambiguity: it seems
Crowther,
have
made
careers
of
publishing
their speculations
understandable, on the one hand, that Church leaders (and
on
doctrine
and
prophecy,
going
well
beyond
official Church
many members) might take offense when an LDS author argues
doctrine.
Very
recently,
two
prominent
authors
in the Church
that the Book of Mormon is actually only a nineteenth-century
Education
System
published
a
book
through
Deseret
on the
document, inspired but not historically literal. On the other
BYU
histomodem
significance
of
Israelite
lineage,
which
one
hand, what about other unconventional treatments of the Book
rian
found
to
be
racist
in
its
implications
if
not
in
its
intent."
of Mormon, like that advocated by John L. Sorenson and
Betty Eadie, a Church member claiming to have visited the
widely accepted at the Foundation for Ancient Research and
spirit
world during a near-death experience, has made a forMormon Studies (F.A.R.M.s.),to the effect that the whole
tune
with
a book that was on the New York Times best-seller list
Nephite story actually took place within a small area around
for
at
least
a year, although the Aspen-published book contains
Yucatan, and that the real Cumorah is in that area, and not in
claims
about
the other world that surely constitute at least duNew York state, as most Church members and leaders have albious
doctrine
for Latter-day saints." Are such authors "safe"
ways believed?I5
from Church discipline because they did not publish in
Forums and outlets. Even if we were clear about acceptSUNSTONE
or Dialogue? If not, then why else are their doctrinal
able topics and treatments for public discussion, there would
speculations
less opprobrious than, say, those of some of the
remain much ambiguity about whether certain forums and
I would prefer not to see any of these
recent
excommunicants?
outlets are unacceptable to Church leaders. Is a member who
authors
disciplined,
but
if
there is to be Church discipline for
lectures or publishes her theological speculations in Dialogue
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publicly espousing unofficial or unauthorized doctrines, then
we need to have clear instructions about which kinds of doctrines and/or which kinds of publications must be avoided.
Personal careers, styles, or other author traits.

Perhaps an author's rhetoric itself will prompt discipline. If
one's tone is too strident, angry, or disrespectful, no matter
what the topic, is that the main rub? Or is it a matter of acquiring an indelible career label? Once people have been
placed on a list maintained by the Committee to Strengthen
Church Members, can they expect anything they write to be
given special scrutiny and/or to be forwarded, with offending
passages well highlighted, to their stake president? If an author
(especially a woman) is generally considered a "feminist," will
her public expressions (on any topic) be subject to more
scrutiny than would those of more "conventional" women?
The disciplinary process. Perhaps the most vexing ambiguity is found in a whole host of questions about the Church
disciplinary process, both in procedure and in content. One
does not expect, of course, that the Church will follow procedures derived from the U.S. Constitution, to say nothing of
those approved by the ACLU. Yet members do have a right to expect that certain regular and predictable procedures will be followed, especially those found in official publications like the
latest (1989) General Handbook oflnstructions (GHI),about a fifth
of which is devoted to the subject of Church discipline (section
lo), and which sets forth procedures intended to be "fair and
considerate of the feelings of all who participate" ( G H I , ~ ~ - 5 ) .
One question raised by recent cases concerns the locus of
original jurisdiction. From the GHI (10-1,5,6,9) it seems clear
that all disciplinary proceedings against a Church member are
to start at the local level. There is no provision for a general authority to reach down into a ward or stake to initiate disciplinary action. The general level (usually limited to the First
Presidency) has always had strictly appellate jurisdiction.
Indeed, the General Handbook specifies (10-9) that "bishops or
stake presidents should not expect General Authorities to tell
them how to decide difficult matters." Yet, if we can judge by
the press coverage of some recent cases, it appears that some
General Authorities have involved themselves in disciplinary
cases well below the appellate level.'"f a disciplinary action in
a given stake is initiated on the complaint of a general authority, is the defendant entitled to confront and question him
as she or he would any other witnesses (GHI,10-7)?
One wonders too about the precise role of the Committee
to Strengthen Church Members. Most communications received by stake presidents from that committee seem only informative, and carry no particular instructions about whether
or how to proceed against an offending member. Insofar as this
committee has functioned simply to keep local priesthood
leaders informed about the public expressions by members of
their respective areas or stakes, it has indeed conformed to the
principle that Church discipline itself (if required) originates at
the local level. This committee is, after all, staffed by Church
"civil service" employees (though under the general supervision of the Twelve) and does not itself have priesthood line authority Apparently General Authorities, however, have somePAGE 24

times sent along more specific directions about a given case to
accompany the merely "informative" materials from the committee.20
Another aspect to this procedural ambiguity is the nature of
the charges brought against members who face disciplinary
councils. Since priesthood leaders do not publicly discuss the
councils' proceedings, third parties have difficulty learning
about the details of these charges, except to the extent that they
are disclosed to the disciplined member in question, or perhaps through an inadvertent slip by a leader when questioned
outside the council. Of course, a few details are sometimes
given in writing to the member, in which case one has a more
precise idea of the charges. In the most recent cases, the
charges have usually included "apostasy" or "conduct unbecoming a member of the Church." In the General Handbook,
some particulars are given for the operational definition of
"apostasy;" but "conduct unbecoming" is mentioned only in
passing (GHI, 10-6), as is "conduct contrary to the laws and
order of the Church (GHI, 10-7). Neither of the "conduct"
charges is defined.2' In some cases, the main issue seems to
have been disobedience to priesthood leaders, either as an instance of "conduct unbecoming" or as a charge in its own right.
A demand for obedience to priesthood leaders suggests a
special quandary of its own. All the scriptural demands for
obedience of which I am aware refer either to obedience to the
Lord himself, or obedience to gospel principles. I know of no
scripture enj~iningus to obey priesthood leaders, and even in
the temple the obedience covenant focuses directly on the
Lord. When priesthood leaders call upon us to obey commandments known to have been issued by the Lord in. the
scriptures, or to have been publicly and explicitly set forth in
directives from the First Presidency or the Twelve, they are
clearly on firm ground and are entitled to our compliance.
When the same leaders, however, individually or severally demand our obedience to rules lacking such prima facie legitimacy, our obligations as Church members are, once again,
very ambiguous.
Sometimes a leader will cite "obedience" in its own right, as
though it is a separate principle of the gospel; but that begs the
question of whether a particular directive is legitimate. There is
no such thing as a principle of obedience in the abstract. We are
obedient to someone or to some gospel principle. We cannot
commit ourselves to unqualified obedience in principle; we
must be shown that the particular command to be obeyed is
legitimate in its own right. Otherwise, we turn over our moral
agency to him whom we obey Such a policy was presumably
tested and rejected during the war in heaven.22
Such, then, is the predicament in which we find ourselves
now as a church. It is not that most of our leaders are meanspirited or motivated by "unrighteous dominion." Nor is it that
our scholars and others who seem to be testing the boundaries
are faithless apostates. It is that the boundaries themselves are
ambiguous; and as long as they are ambiguous, they will continue to be contested, partly in an effort to find them.
However, to find them only in the breach, and thus to suffer
the sanctions for unintended violations, is demoralizing and
MARCH 1996
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spiritually corrosive.23 The tension in
the present situation would be greatly
relieved for me (and I suspect for many
others) if the rules which recent excommunicants have ostensibly broken were
to be clearly and publicly articulated for
all the world to see (not through discussion of the individual cases, of course,
but only of the spec$ rules or boundaries that were at issue in the cases).
Then Church members would know
ahead of time what sorts of restrictions
to expect upon their writing, speaking,
political
activities, entertainment
choices, and other matters heretofore
understood as matters of private
choice. Those Saints who find thhse restrictions too onerous can opt to leave
the Church, without rancor or stigma,
through simple "name removal" (GHI
10-5). Those who stay in the Church
will presumably find a balance between
agency and obedience that they can live
with. Investigators considering baptism
can also be clearly informed of all such
priesthood prerogatives, along with
their lessons on tithing, the law of
chastity, and the other commandments.
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T SEEMS IRONIC,

THAT A NARROWING

O F THE BOUNDARIES O F

ACCEPTABLE COMMENTARY

SHOULD BE TAKING PLACE

AT A TIME IN OUR

TORY

WHEN THERE ARE

PERHAPS MORE

WELL-EDUCATED,

and obligations that are being used to
define and determine the very terms of
our membership in the Church (or at
least our good s;anding). If we areto be
"commanded in anything, it should be
in those things-all
of them-that
comprise the basic criteria for membership. Otherwise. we shall continue to
faci not only ambiguity in the terms of
membership, but inconsistency and inequity in the sanctions; for some
bishops and stake presidents will inevitably be more conservative and
punitive than will others in evaluating
similar types of cases.
HOW HAVE WE GOTTEN TO THIS
PREDICAMENT?
Increased bt~reaucracy,ethnic and
intellectual diversity of members, a lack of
leadership training, all create the context
in which Church leaders carry out their
stewardships.

F I am right in my analysis of our
present predicament, then the next
question is, how have we gotten
here?
Many reasons can be suggested,
A N D LOYAL
but the most important ones, in my
CLARIFICATIONS AND
opinion, are sociological and are not to
COMMENTATORS
QUALIFICATIONS
be attributed simplistically to the initia1 see ambiguity only about the rules and
tives of conservative Church leaders as
obligations-that hefine our Church
individuals. I t is, of course, tempting to
T H A N EVER BEFORE.
membership.
point in scorn to this or that general authority or stake president or bishop
who might have become especially
FEEL the need to clarify a couple of
conspicuous in a given disciplinary proceeding. Yet we should
matters. First, I do not mean to suggest that there are not
already some clear grounds for excommunication or other
resist that temptation, for we will understand much better the
recent developments in the Church if we recognize the larger
forms of Church sanction and discipline. Many of these cersocial and organizational context in which individual leaders
tainly are spelled out in the leadership handbook. One of these
feel constrained to act. Many of these developments reflect the
is the violation of the law of chastity, especially for members
general retrenchment motif I mentioned earlier (see note 11).
endowed in the temple (10-9). Another is making common
cause with enemies of the Church and fighting against the
Ho~vever,I would like to single out the following for further
Church as though a defncto outsider (10-3: "public opposition
discussion:
Growth. First, and in some ways both most important
to the Church). Still another is fostering or following schisand most obvious, is the rapid growth of the Church, rematic cults or sects (10-3), which fundamentally has been the
quiring, as in all organizations, increased bureaucracy to
offense, I believe, of the various polygamy groups, the Order of
manage complexity, and concomitantly a greater social and
Aaron, and, more recently, the millenial sunivalists based in
emotional distance between leadership echelons and between
southern and central Utah. The boundaries in these matters
have always seemed clear enough to me. I see ambiguity about
leaders and members.
Social diversity. Second, with this greater complexity
the rules only in the kinds of issues I have been discussing
has come an understandably greater concern among leaders
above.
for their potential loss of control over developments in the
Second, in calling for certain new rules to be spelled out, I
Church. Besides the complexity inherent in sheer numbers
do not mean to endorse a Pharisaical checklist of dos and
(with five million members in North America alone), a noticedon'ts. I rejoice in the scripture that assures us we need not be
able increase in various kinds of diversity (if the readers will
commanded in all things. Here I am talking only about rules
WELL-INTENTIONED,
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forgive the repetition of a current "buzzword") has added another dimension to the complexity During the first half of this
century, most membership growth came from "natural increase," that is, from children born to members. In more recent decades, natural increase accounts for only a fourth to a
third of Church growth, with the rest coming from converts of
diverse backgrounds. This is especially true outside North
America, of course, but even in the U.S. the social and cultural
diversity of the membership has increased enormously since
the comparative homogeneity of mid-century More than ever
before, Latter-day Saints are non-white, unmarried, and employed in occupations not even in existence a generation ago.
Diversity in social backgrounds often produces diversity in the
understanding of institutional expectations and the need for
clearer and more explicit rules.
Intellectual diversity. Third, a certain kind of diversity
has a special relevance to any discussion of authority and obedience-intellectual diversity Since mid-century, Latter-day
Saints have made enormous gains in formal education.
Although I know of no study on the distribution of disciplines
or majors among college-educated Saints, I have the impression that they have chosen disproportionately to enter the
fields of business, engineering, law, and various medical specialties-fields of practical endeavor, in other words, which
present minimal intellectual conflict with the LDS religious
heritage. Other educated Latter-day Saints, however, have specialized in the social sciences, history, humanities, and literature. Even though the latter probably comprise a far smaller
proportion of the Church than do the former (at least at the
level of graduate degrees), they represent greater sheer numbers than in earlier generations. They are trained to see issues
and quandaries in their religious heritage that would seem far
less crucial, or even interesting, to an equally intelligent and
accomplished Latter-day Saint in a more practical field. It is
not difficult to see the potential for misunderstanding and miscommunication where a priesthood leader in an applied field
confronts a questioning member from the social sciences or
humanities.
I don't mean to oversimplify the variety of educational
backgrounds and intellectual orientations among the Latterday Saints, whether members or leaders. To be sure, many
people from the more applied disciplines share an enormous
intellectual curiosity about Church history and doctrine, and
some are active participants in enterprises like Sunstone and
Dialogue. On the other hand, many people educated in the social sciences or humanities prefer not to bring to bear the tools
of those disciplines in the study of their own religious heritage.
In addition to the fields just mentioned, there are highly educated LDS scientists (that is, in the physical and biological sciences), some of whom bring an intense scientific curiosity into
their study of religion, and others who don't.
What seems genuinely new, though, about late-twentiethcentury Mormon society is both the sheer number of members
engaging in public discussions of their religion from an intellectual or scholarly posture, and the variety of viewpoints they
represent. These cover a wide spectrum ranging from the very
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orthodox, at one end, whose intellectual endeavors proceed on
the assumption that certain LDStruth claims, and even Church
policies, are not open to question; to the agnostic, at the other
end, who are prepared to question nearly everything and
everyone but still cherish their LDS identities and do not wish
to be removed from the Church. Somewhere along that spectrum are also people like myself, who are committed to basic
LDS doctrines, and who feel a strong loyalty to the Church, but
who also feel entitled to comment responsibly upon developments within the Church from a scholarly and analytical viewpoint, even when such comments are not solicited by Church
leaders. The intention, of course, is not to correct or criticize
the leaders but rather to suggest ideas that they might wish to
consider in future deliberations about Church policies and
programs. Church leaders have no obligation to embrace any
of these ideas, or even seriously to consider them. Yet it seems
ironic, even if understandable in a certain way, that a narrowing of the boundaries of acceptable commentary should be
taking place at a time in our history when there are perhaps
more well-educated, well-intentioned, and loyal commentators than ever before.24
Family connections. Fourth, all of this growth, complexity, and diversity, along with the geographic dispersion of
the membership, have all but destroyed the familiar family
connections that used to exist throughout the Church, even in
wards and stakes outside Utah. In California, where I was
reared, members of the same stake, or even the same ward,
had often migrated from the same towns or regions of Utah,
and had known each others' relatives, if not, indeed, each
other, since childhood. Mavericks are much easier to tolerate if
we know they come from devout and loyal families (or if they
have influential relatives who can vouch for them!). On the
other hand, it is much easier to suspect the loyalty, or even the
stability, of a "heretical" ward member whose background we
don't know, especially if he or she does not have even a familiar Mormon name (like Young, Pratt, Richards, Romney,
etc.).
Church careerism. Fifth, new career possibilities have
developed in the Church. These are of two kinds: (1) "church
civil service" (as in CES),in which one's livelihood and secular
advancement, in addition to one's church membership status,
depend upon strict adherence to policy and often even to the
personal preferences of individual file leaders; and (2) parallel
or "secondary" careers in the lay priesthood itself. We are fond of
telling the world that we do not have a professional clergy,
which is technically true enough; but we do have thousands of
men, and a few women, who constitute, in effect, a career
clergy, who move up the ranks of office, from local to regional
to general authority, over a 20- or 25-year period that parallels
their primary, secular careers. Ambition in either of these career tracks can get in the way of "persuasion, gentleness,
meekness, and love unfeigned (D&C 121:41) when it comes
to handling unconventional members. A special danger exists
when a leader has both his primary and his secondary careers
in the Church, since his ecclesiastical action in a given instance
might have the appearance of being driven, at least partly, by
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dealing with membership diversity, LDS priesthood leaders
must draw primarily upon their own experience, both in the
hope the following will be helpful.
In a 1990 SUNSTONE
article, I offered a "Decalogue for
Church and in the world, in trying to exercise their authority
Dissenters." which I think addresses in part the question of
wisely All things considered, it is remarkable that they do as
how to manage this tension.** Beyond that earlier advice, I
well as they do, especially the very young bishops and leaders
u~ouldoffer here the following suggestions to those who perat the local level. To be sure, our leaders are ultimately still receive an ambiguity, or even a narrowing, in the boundaries of
sponsible, as individuals, for their decisions, but we must understand and appreciate the context of cross-pressures that inMormon acceptability:
fluence those decisions. Such an understanding might not
1. Work first on establishing a close personal relationship
wit11 the Lord. That might seem like a platitude, but I have
assuage the pain and strain sometimes occurring in church relationships, but at least it might help us avoid personal recrimlearned that when I feel close to the Lord, I am spiritually and
psychologically insulated against whatever happens in the ininations and ill-advised reactions.
stitutional Church, including the extreme prospect of severe
I recognize that it is hard to resist personal animosity
Church discipline. It is unlikely that the Lord approves of
against leaders, in the Church or elsewhere, who seem to have
been unnecessarily harsh in their treatment of unconventional
everything that happens in the Church, and the efficacy of ac-
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tions by priesthood leaders depends ultimately upon the Lord's
own ratification of those acts. The closer we are to him, the
better idea we will have of what he ratifies and does not ratify
It seems clear to me from Doctrine and Covenants 121:37 that
actions stemming from unrigl~teousdominion will not be recognized by the Lord, an important reassurance for those who
might have been unjustly treated by Church leaders.
2. Each of us must maintain his or her own sense of
Mormon identity and not allow that to be taken away by
anyone else, no matter how powerful. In that connection, I
was warmed and touched by Michael Quinn's declaration
(even after his excommunication) that he was still "a DNA
Mormon."
3. However, I think it is also important to give regular symbolic expression to that identity through whole-hearted Church
activity, and through continuous efforts to maintain the personal standards of the gospel that define that identity For that
reason, I think it is counterproductive to boycott Church activity or ordinances, even partially, as a way of expressing sympathy with those whom we feel have been unfairly disciplined
by the Church. Such will do more to raise suspicion and call
unfavorable attention to the complaining individuals than to
mellow the hearts of conservative priesthood leaders. On the
other hand, much can be gained by maintaining, or even intensifylng, our church activity and participation. For one
thing, it symbolically expresses our belonging in the LDS community, as I just indicated. Furthermore, it allows us to make
positive and constructive contributions to the program of the
Church and, in the process, to communicate with our brothers
and sisters and help them understand why we have some of
the ideas we have.
Through Church service and the cultivating of personal relationships with all kinds of leaders and members, we surround ourselves with a network of friends who can vouch for
us when our loyalty might be questioned. In my Church experience, prolonged and conscientious senice "in the trenches"
has camed more weight with most priesthood leaders than has
one's association with unconventional forums and ideas, even
when that association has made leaders uncomfortable. I know
that other equally conscientious members have had different
experiences; and, to be sure, there is no guarantee that a given
priesthood leader will be as charitable and restrained with his
judgment as the circumstances would seem to require. If an offended priesthood leader is determined to impose discipline,
ill-advised or not, there is not much a member can do, especially if the leader is getting pressure from his superiors. Yet,
the probability is enhanced, it seems to me, that leaders will be
reluctant to impose sanctions upon members whom they
know to be insiders in basic sentiment, even if said members
are quite unconventional in ideas or in personal style.
4. My fourth suggestion is that in cases of conflict we deal
with our leaders behind closed doors and face-to-face, where
we can look them in the eye and they can feel our positive and
constructive spirits. Such an inteniew -ill be the more impressive, furthermore, the closer is the personal relationship
we have cultivated with the leader in question. I have my
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doubts, therefore, about the usefulness of wearing symbols or
of complaining to our leaders in letters, especially if they don't
know us well. When these are also "open letters," shared with
others, they will prove especially counterproductive, raising
the suspicion that our chief interest is in attracting attention to
ourselves. Still less efficacious are collective demonstrations or
petitions of any kind, whether within a ward commupity or in
downtown Salt Lake
It is true enough that the Church, either through its leaders
or through its Public Affairs office, will sometimes prove responsive to influential criticism from the outside-such as
from the media, from key opinion makers, and from high government officials. It is important to recognize, though, that
public criticism from the inside does not have the same effect at
all. Such is not the "Mormon way," as I understand it.
Members are expected to recognize that the Church is not a
democracy, and that change does not come about through
popular collective action. Applying the protest tactics and
strategies of American citizens in the Church setting simply
emphasizes the distance that the protestor has already travelled from the Mormon way and tends to dissipate such sympathy as she or he might have expected from other members
or leaders. Nor are public protests likely to gamer much sympathy from friends and supporters outside the Church, who
tend simply to shake their heads and wonder why the
protesting members don't just leave the Church.
In the Mormon way, conflict resolution and policy changes
do not take place in public settings. Indeed, one of the less
healthy aspects of the Mormon way is the typical effort to pretend that there really is no conflict at all. However, at its best'
the Mormon way also minimizes and contains conflict by
seeking consensus slowly and quietly in small councils behind
closed doors. To be sure, influences for change can be exerted
also outside those councils, but not usually by public remonstrances. Rather, to the extent that deliberations within councils are informed from the outside, that occurs mainly though
private remonstrances with leaders from their friends and
family members. Such, at least, is my reading of "the Mormon
way," and anyone who wishes to exert influence will do so quietly, privately, and among leaders who have learned to know
him or her as a loyal insider.
5. We might make better use of the formal communication
channels to ascertain whether there are guidelines from
Church leaders on controversial or ambiguous matters. We
can write questions to the "I Have a Question" editor of the
Ensign, in which we ask matter-of-fact questions about official
Church policy on some of the areas of ambiguity that we have
encountered: Are members permitted, on their own initiative,
to give talks on Church history and doctrine, without special
permission, outside of church meetings? Do LDS mothers who
have careers outside the home retain good standing in the
Church? Do Church leaders want the Saints to avoid publications like Dialogue and SUNSTONE?
As political activists in one
interest group or another, are Church members permitted to
condone public policies as citizens that are more permissive
than we would condone as Church members (as on the aborMARCH 1996

tion issue)? Of course, a question to the Ensign may or may not
be published and answered, but a number of letters coming in
now and then with the same questions, from various areas of
the Church, will at least indicate to our leaders the uncertainty
that some Saints feel on these questions. For example, a renewal of the controversy over evolution at BYU a few years ago
seems to have been behind an enlightened response in the
Ensign to more than one reader3 q ~ e s t i o n . ~ '
If we have good personal relationships with our stake presidents, or even our bishops, we can ask them to bring such
questions to the attention of General Authorities who periodically visit stake conferences, emphasizing the need for clear
and official responses from the General Authorities on matters
fundamental to Church membership in good standing.
When non-member friends or colleagues, hearing about
controversy within the Church, ask us for explanations, we
can urge them to write to the Public Affairs office, posing inquiries about the official Church stance on some of these issues. Public Affairs, and even General Authorities, will sometimes respond to such questions from non-members,
especially prominent ones, whereas petitions from members
might simply receive perfunctory responses or else be referred
back to local priesthood leaders.
CONCLUSION
Let us all be patientfor awhile. Changes in policy and in
intellectual climate have a cyclical tendency.

I

N this essay I have tried to identify areas of ambiguity in
the permissible limits of the public expression of ideas and
beliefs that are the products of personal research, scholarship, or even speculation; to explain why this ambiguity seems
more pervasive and problematic in the Church since mid-century; and to recommend means by which members can cope
with the ambiguity, and seek resolutions where possible, with
a minimum of jeopardy to their C h ~ ~ r standing.
ch
Obviously I
have not recommended any immediate solutions to the present predicament, although I have expressed a desire for more
guidance from Church leaders to clear up the kinds of ambiguity I have spelled out. With or without such guidance, perhaps we can at least hope that our leaders will see fit to apply
the "Gamaliel Principle" in their assessment of such enterprises
as Dialogue, Sunstone (symposium and magazine), and the
work of "so-called" scholars more generally28
Meanwhile, in my own life and career, I expect to continue
on pretty much as I have, until I am confronted with a clear
boundary that will require me, more seriously and specifically
than heretofore, to weigh in the balance my intellectual autonomy against my desire for acceptability within the Church.
Notice that I have deliberately avoided posing the issue as one
of "autonomy vs. loyalty," for I have never regarded my loyalty
to the Church as questionable. Loyalty is a subjective commitment that I control, and I have freely offered my loyalty as a
life-long Church member; the "acceptability" I spoke of, however, lies in the judgments of others. For any person of integrity, there are, of course, limits beyond which one cannot go
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in seeking institutional "acceptability," and one would always
hope never to face that dilemma within the Lord's Church.
If we tmly care about the Church, let us all be patient for
awhile. Changes in policy and in intellectual climate have a
cyclical tendency I believe that this segment of the cycle, too,
will pass. Many of us will live to see it. The genuine concem,
both spiritual and pragmatic, which our leaders have for
spreading the gospel to exotic places, and for retaining future
generations of members in those places, will eventually necessitate some broadening of the boundaries of "acceptability"not in basic gospel principles, of course, but in the "Mormon
way of life" more generally I expect the time to come when the
relatively few "intellectuals" in the Church, "so-called or otherwise, will yet prove to be among the least of the problems
with which our leaders will wish to concem themselves in a
world-wide Church. Pray to hasten that day!
0
NOTES
1. Some of these developments are discussed at greater length in my recent
book, The Angel and the Beehive: The Mormon Struggle with Assimilation (Urbana:
University of lll~noisPress. 1994), especially in the preface and in chapter 10.
2. My knowledge of this episode comes from having been one of those singled out by Elder Petersen and from having compared experiences with most of
the others similarly favored. Dimerent stake presidents and bishops reacted in
quite different ways in these cases. Fonunately, my stake president was very understanding and our discussion of the matter actually increased the good feeling
between us.
3. This 1985 case is quite well known to the friends and colleagues of the
two authors and is summarized in Lavina Fielding Anderson's chronology, "The
LDS Intellectual Community and Church Leadership," Dialogue: A Journal oJ
Mormon Thought 26 (spring 1993): 25. Linda Newell also described it in detail at
the 1992 Nonhwest Sunstone symposium, tape #N\V92-001.
4. See extensive summaries of these cases in SUNSTONE 16 (Nov. 1993):
65-73. and 18 (Apr. 1995): 80-84.
5. See, for example, "BYU Withdraws lrom Counterpoint Conference,"
SUNSTONE
18 (April 1995): 85-86. Also see brief discussion of the amb~guousinstructions about Sunstone to BW and CES faculties on p.184 of The Angel and the
Bechive (note 1, above). BYU faculty members striving to gain tenure (or "continuing status") during the past two years have told me of conversations with university administrators in which their recent or future participation in Sunstone activiues were explicitly cited as problematic.
6. One notes some variation (and thus amhiguity) around the Church in this
matter; for example, Mitt Romney, during his recent campaign for senator in
hlassachusetts, with apparent impunity, took a "pro-choice" position on abortion
as a matter olpublic policy, despite his own well-known personal pro-life position
("Rornney Starts Strong but Loses Race in Final Stretch," SUNSTONE18 [April
19951: 87-88). Cecilia Konchar Farr, by contrast, was severely criticized at B W for
exactly the same thing. See discussion in Catharine R. Stimpson. "The Farr Case:
The Next Chapter in the History of Academic Freedom!" Change 25 (Sept.lOct.
1993): 70-71.
7. This predicament characterizes, for example, most of the accounts in
Lavina Fielding Anderson's now well-know compilation (see note 3), which usually provides only the putative victim's version of the incidents in question. It is
not so much that the accounts are not believable (to me, most of them are) as it is
that they are incomplete; they fail to provide additional details or alternative perceptions that might have made the incidents more easily understandable.
8. Indced, the very term "heresy" is uncommon in traditional LDS parlance.
Its most dramatic use in recent years was probably by Elder Bruce R. McConkie,
who identiried seven "deadly heresies," some of which, ironically, had earlier been
taught by other General Authorities of the Church. (See Bruce R. McConkie, "The
Seven Deadly Heresies." 1980 D~votionalSpueches 01
thr: Year [Provo, UT: Brigham
Young University Press. 19821, 74-80).
9. See. for example, Newell G. Bringhurst. "Juanita Brooks and Fawn
Brod~e-Sisters in Dissent," Dinlogue: A Journal 01Mormon Thought 27 (summer
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1994): 105-27. See also Bringhurst's article on Brodie cited in note 24
(Bringhurst, incidentally, is the author of a forthcoming book-length biography
on Brodie). President McKay's policy toward dissenters was probably exemplified
more typically in his offer to appear as a witness for the defrnse i n a 1954effort
initiated by Sterling McMurrin's stake president to excom&unicate the Mormon
philosopher. See L. Jackson Newell, "Sterling Moss McMumn: A Philosopher in
Action." Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 28 (spring 1995): 6; and Blake
Ostler, "An Interview with Sterling M. McMurrin," Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon
Thought 17 (spring 1984): 18-43; and in "McMurrini Heresies, History, and
18:(April
Humor" an interview of McMurrin by L. Jackson Newell SUNSTONE
1995): 55-62. McMurrinf "heresies," then as now, were certainly at least as far
beyond the pale as anything for which more recent authors have been disciplined.
10. The incident in which President George Albert Smith repudiated the authoritarian sentiment in the ward teaching message is recounted and documented
by the editors in Dialogue: Ajortmal of Mormon Thought 19 (spring 1986): 35-39.
A brief overview and substantiation of the oKicial Church embrace of secular
scholarship during the early twentieth century is given in The Angel and the
Beehive, 24-28. A much more extensive treatment of this process is in Thomas G.
Alexander, Mormonism in Transition: A History of the Latter-day Saints, 1890-1930,
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1986). 138-46.
11. See The Angel and the Beehive, where the retrenchment theme is explored
and substantiated in some detail.
12. By contrast. I recall clearly the freedom 1felt to speak and write during the
1960s (and later) on the sensitive race issue in the Church, even though 1 strenuously and explicitly questioned the authenticity and validity of doctrinal folklore
about blacks that had been promulgated by cenain prominent General
Authorities; see, for example, my "Mormonism and the Negro: Faith. Folklore,
and Civil Rights," Dialogue: Ajournal of Mormon Thought 2 (Winter 1967): 19-39.
It is probably relevant to note that 1was questioning the supportiveJolklore without
questioning the ChurchS priesthood restriction itself, which perhaps made a difference in how my work was received. Nevertheless, while living in the California
Bay Area in those days, I was invited on several occasions to speak on that topic in
sacrament meetings, at LDS young adult gatherings, and even once at a stake conference. Others espoused similar ideas, of course, both before and alter 1 took on
the subject. Our misgivings about the doctrinal folklore were eventually vindicated by Elder Bruce R. McConkie's welcome August 1978 declaration, that
Church members should forget what he and others had said on this subject, for
they had spoken "with limited understanding" (see Elder McConkie's "All Are
Alike unto God." an address to CES Faculty at B W , 18 Aug. 1978). Yet, 1 suspect
that were if 1were to question publicly certain widely held doctrines today (canonical or not) on comparably sensitive topics. I \vould probably find myself in
trouble with priesthood leaders.
13. In the extreme case whcre private parental discipline within the family
raises the legal issue of child abuse, local Church leaders have now been instructed to call a toll-free number in Utah for guidance in handling the case.
This situation reflects, even if in the extremity, the more general problem that
there is no longer, either in society or in the Church, our previous generations'
shared sense of appropriate conduct within the family Many other, less extreme,
family issues are now equally contentious and often unclear to many Church
leaders (like dual spousal careers and decision-making processes; birth-control
policies; fertility technologies including in vitro fertilization with donor sperm;
and sexual practices within marriage). In the absence of official Church guidelines on most of these issues, local priesthood leaders have usually found it hazardous to become involved with them, even when asked to do so by troubled
LDS families.
14. Several talks in the October 1993 general conference alluded to recent
disciplinary actions in various ways, with some of them seeming to identify specific issues involved in those actions (like women and the priesthood). Elder Faust
seemed to emphasize the public challenging of "basic doctrines, practices, and establishment of the Church" as the chief offense, though it is not at all clear from
the public record which of the recent excommunicants (or all or any) were guilty
of that oIfense (or how). A joint letter rrom the First Presidency and Twelve, issued
at about the same time, basically quoted from the Gencral Hnnilbook ojInstructions
on the definitions of apostasy and included a quotation from Joseph Smith
warning against "finding fault with the Church." While 1 could see the applicability of some such charges to one or two of the excommunicants, 1 found it dimcult to see how they applied to the other cases. (See coverage in SUNSTONE,
November, 1993,65-73).
15. John L. Sorenson, An Ancirnt Anierican Scttingfor the Book ofMormon. (Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book Company; and Provo, UT: Foundation for Ancient
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Research and Mormon Studies. 1985).
16. In a section entitled. "Societies and Organizations" (1387-90). the
Encycloprdia portrays enterprises like Dialogue: A journal of Mormon Thought and
SUNSTONE
(both magazine and symposium) as sewing six different "important
functions lor Church members andfor the Church." lncluded among those functions are (1) providing "an opportunity to learn and distribute new insights regarding theology, the scriptures, historical events, and current practices"; (2)
senring as "an outlet where individuals with unorthodox beliefs can share their
questions, concerns, and doubts" in an environment of acceptance; and (3) providing a forum where change-oriented Saints can "take an advocacy position"
(Daniel H. Ludlow, ed., Encyclopedia of Mormonism (5 vols.), [New York:
Macmillan Company, 19921, 1387-389). In addition to this general description,
scores of articles throughout the Encyclopetlia actually cite unsponsored publications like Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought and SUNSTONEas reliable
sources. While the Encyclopedia carries a routine disclaimer of oficial Church
auspices. it was nevertheless prepared under the direct supervision of the
Twelve, so it seems unlikely that any of its contents would have been disapproved
by them.
17. See Robert L. Millet and Joseph Fielding McConkie, Our Destiny: The Call
and Election ofthe House oJIsrae1. (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1993). and review of
the same by Professor Steven Epperson in Brigham Yortng University Strtdies
34(4):125-136 (1994-95).
18. 1 am, of course, referring to Eadief Embraced by the Light, 1992, which
has sold thousands of copies in Utah and several millions world wide. The publisher is actually Gold Leaf Press in California, which is apparently owned by
Aspen in Utah. Paperback rights were eventually sold to Bantam. See Peggy
Fletcher Stack, "Mormonf Book on Afterlife Gains National Response," Salt Lake
Tribune. 23 Oct. 1993. See also the lengthy discussion ol the book's career and
theology in Massimo Introvignef "Embraced by the Church? Betty Eadie, Near
Death Experience, and Mormonism," paper presented at the June, 1995, meetings of the Mormon History Association, Kingston, Ontario; and the critical
panel discussion oT the same book at the annual 1995 Sunstone Symposium in
Salt Lake City (tape #SL95-331).
19. See. for example, coverage in the Salt Lake Tribune for 2, 11. 16. 17, and
20 October 1993; in the November 1993 issue of SUNSTONE; and in D. Michael
s
in George D. Smith,
Quinn, "On Being a Mormon Historian (and 1 ~Aftermath),"
ed., Friith\ul Histnry: Essflys on Writing Mt~rmonHistory (Salt Lake City: Signature
Books, 1992),69-111.
20. See account in "Mormon Secret Files." The Christian Century 109 (9-16
Sept. 1992). 800. Indications that instructions from General Authorities about a
given case are sometimes included with communications from the Committee will
be found also in the sources above (note 19).
21. There is little question that phrases like "conduct unbecoming . . . " or
"conduct contrary . . ." would be be considered unconstitutionally vague in the
current American justice system. Even in the Church, though, the possibilities for
subjective interpretation seem endless. The definitions of apostasy are much more
concrete and are limited to: "(1) repeatedly act(s) in clear, open, and deliberate
public opposition to the Church or its leaders; (2) persist(s1 in teaching as Church
doctrine information that is not Church doctrine after being corrected . . . ; or (3)
continue(s) to follow the teachings of apostate cults . . . after being corrected . . ."
(CHI. 10-3, italics added). As best we can tell from public accounts, it is difficult to
see which of the excommunicated intellectuals over the past two or three years
would have been guilty under any of these three definitions of apostasy, unless any
questioning or criticism of specific Church policies is construed as "opposition to
the Church," irrespective of what the critics understood they were doing. As for
the charge of teaching incorrect doctrine, none that I know of has represented his
or her doctrinal positions as official Church doctrine.
22. The issue of obedience to priesthood leaders, including. for some. the
issue of even question~ngleader instructions, often gets unnecessarily intenwined
uith the emotional issue of "infallibility"There is no LDS counterpart of the tradition of papal infallibility, even for the prophet-president of the Church, and it
would be difficult to find an instance in which any general authority has even
claimed infallibility, either by virtue of his office or by virtue of his personal spiritual powers. In recent years, some authors have seen an implicit infallibility claim
in the occasional reassurance from the pulpit that our leaders "will never lead the
Church astray" 1 do not see that as a claim to infallibility I see it as a more or less
logical implication of the traditional LDS idea that this is the "final dispensation"
before the Millenium, and that therefore the Church will not undergo a generalized apostasy before the Lord's second coming. That is an altogether different
claim from one of apostolic infallibility in a spec@ action or policy question. A
failure to make this distinction, whether l y members or. Iradrrs, simply adds to the
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ambiguity I am discussing here. See J. Reuben Clark. Jr., "When Are the Writings
or Sermons of Church Leaders Entitled to the Claim of Scripture!" W S Church
News, July 31, 1954; reprinted in Dialogue: A Jotirnal if Mormon Thought 12
(Summer, 1979): 68-81.
23. While it is true, as some Church leaders have noted publicly, that the
number of intellectuals recently disciplined is quite small, each of them is nevertheless situated in a more or less extensive social network. To the extent that
Church members in these networks perceive injustices in the treatment of their
disciplined friends and relatives, the potential for demoralization and defection
from the Church reaches much farther into the membership (and future generations) than might be apparent at first glance. This is especially true for the ch~ldren of the disciplined members, many of whom (to my personal knowledge)
have been spiritually traumatized and (where old enough) have severed their
church ties in the wake of a parent's conflict with Church authorities. To the extent that such conflict was a product of ambiguous rules or expectations, rather
than of deliberate member defiance, the impact on families is all the more
tragic.
24. While the intellectual "spectrum" I have just described might always have
existed in the Church, my main contention here is that in recent years the less orthodox half of that spectrum has become more numerous than ever before. and
has been more interested than in earlier years in retaining its LDS identity. 1have in
mind here the contrast with the "lost generation" of Mormon intellectuals in the
first half of this century-those who were regarded as too heterodox even for the
relatively liberal UYU and CES faculties of that time, and who generally left both
Utah and the Church. See Newell G. Bringhurst. "Fawn M. Brodie, Mormonism's
'Lost Generation,' and No Man Knows My History,"Jo~~tnalof Mormon History 16
(1990): 11-23; and Edward A. Gear): "Mormondom's Lost Generation: The
Novelists of the 1940s." Btigharn Young University Studies 18 (1): 89-107 (1977).
Scholars and intellectuals all across this spectrum were provided with both actual
and symbolic ties to the institutional Church when Leonard J. Arrington was appointed Church Historian in 1972. As anomalous as that appointment now seems
in retrospect. Amngton and his colleagues exemplified for many the proposition
that Church loyalty and critical scholarly rigor are not necessarily antithetical.
Even before 1972, of course, they had been active participants in the hlormon
History Association and with Dialogue: A]ournal ojMormon Thol~ght.Those enterprises accordingly seemed to enjoy a certain degree of lcgitirnation in the minds of
all kinds of intellectuals when Amngton and his collaborators were brought into
the Historian's OWce. This whole chapter in recent Church history helps to explain both the willingness of many questioning intellectuals to try to retain thcir
ties to the Church (instead ofjust leaving it in the manner of the earlier "lost generation") and the sense of alienation (or even betrayal) that some of them have
come to feel with the apparent -crackdouns" of the 1990s. Furthermore. the pressures, oWcial and unofficial, on intellectuals to avoid association with Dialque,
SUNSTONE,
and the like, have created an environment in which many ol the more
moderate voices have felt constrained to withdraw from participation in these enterprises, leaving increased proportions therein of the more critical and radical
viewpoints. Such increased radicalization has, in turn. driven olTeven more of the
moderates, and so on, in a kind of "vicious circle." In this process, all parties are
losers.
25. Armand L. Mauss, "Alternate Voices. The Calling and Its Implications."
SUNSTONE 14 (April 1990): 7-10.
26. 1 hasten to add that 1 am passing no personal judgment on the motives or
the conscientiousness of those who involve themselves in various kinds of public
demonstrations, open letters, and the like. Every person must act for him or herself in deciding how best to give expression to feelings of frustration, outrage, or
sorrow in our religious community The point 1am making refers only to the likely
eflcacy of such tactics, which is an altogether dimerent matter from what satisfies
an individual's deep personal imperative for expression.
27. See Moms Petersen, "Fossils and Scripture," in the "I Have a Question"
Section, Ensign (Sept., 1987): 28-29.
28. See Acts 5:33-40, especially 38-39. Gamaliel, a prestigious pharisee and
sometime teacher of the Apostle Paul (Acts 22:3), urged the chicf priests of the
Jewish establishment "to put the apostles forth a little space," on the grounds that
if the apostles' work was of God it could not be o\~erthrown,whereas if it were
only the work of men, it would "come to nought." Latter-day Saints have long
advocated that posture for non-h4ormons antasonistic to our cause, and I feel
certain that LDS scholars all along the continuum of "faithfulness" would be more
than happy to have their work stand or fall by that same principle.
(Unfortunately, the apostles in Gamaliel's time, thohgh not executed by stoning
as they might have been, were still beaten for their teachings before they were
turned loose!)
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OBVIOUS ARTIFICE
You never dressed like a New Romantic,
no eyeliner, long coats, no bleached hair
or boots made to kick things down
but the whole idea of obvious artifice
is why you became a dancer.
The day after Boxing Day while I
grated cheese for chicken enchiladas you
showed me how your rib cage moved
independent of your head and hips and shoulders.
Even in that orange and avocado kitchen,
your body was a dancer's body,
a way to turn yourself into art.
In late April it snows but does not lay
You prepare for exams on how to make
books into movies, paper into film.
Your head full of Coriolanus and
W~~thering
Heights, you imagine your eyes
and brows like Hamlet's: the dark brooding
stare of a man immobilized by doubt
is a badge earned from your fat angry mother,
from your pretenses at love. I think now
if you loved at all you loved only dim light
glinting on my hair, a square podium
and the poetry I read behind it
because they made your life, like your body,
instant an.
I remember kissing you while you played
Beethoven on the piano
but I realize now what was peripheral
and what should have been.
Too bad a n is artificial,
a thick husk to be stripped back,
like grime on windows, or orange peel.

-HOLLY WELKER
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